Mercenaries Of Gor
As recognized, adventure as capably as experience practically lesson, amusement, as with ease as
understanding can be gotten by just checking out a books Mercenaries Of Gor moreover it is not
directly done, you could receive even more approaching this life, going on for the world.
We meet the expense of you this proper as competently as easy artifice to get those all. We pay for
Mercenaries Of Gor and numerous book collections from fictions to scientific research in any way.
along with them is this Mercenaries Of Gor that can be your partner.

lures his pursuers into the land of the Red
Blood Brothers of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01

Savages on the planet of Gor. Half-Ear, or

On the run from a death squad, General Half-Ear

Zarendargar, a Kur general fallen from favor in
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the Steel Worlds, now sought by a death squad

that of their former home, a sweeping, almost

of his savage compeers, has determined to lure

endless grassland, where they tend to continue

his pursuers into the Barrens, the vast prairies to

their former ways of life—and war. Rediscover this

the east of known Gor, populated by warring

brilliantly imagined world where men are masters

tribes known to Goreans as the Red Savages. He

and women live to serve their every desire. Blood

has arranged matters in such a way that he will

Brothers of Gor is the 18th book in the Gorean

be abetted in his stand against the death squad

Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in

and its human allies by a human ally of his

any order.

own—his former foe, Tarl Cabot. The ancestors of

Renegades of Gor - Special Edition John Norman

the Red Savages, like those of many other

2013-03 John Norman's epic Gorean Saga is one

Goreans, were brought to Gor long ago in

of the longest-running and most successful series

Voyages of Acquisition by the Priest-Kings. The

in the history of fantasy. It is also one of the most

Red Savages were settled in an area not unlike

controversial. Over the course of more than thirty
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books produced over a span of six decades, the

mercenary, has seized Torcodino, with its stores

series has sold millions of copies and built legions

of military supplies, to temporarily halt the march

of fans unrivaled in their devotion. E-Reads

of Cos on Ar, to buy Ar time to organize for her

invites you to rediscover this brilliantly imagined

defense. Cabot has delivered letters from Dietrich

world where men are masters and women live to

to the regent of Ar, apprising him of the situation

serve their every desire. RENEGADES OF GOR

at Torcodino. Tarl escapes his imprisonment and

Book 23 of the Gorean Saga The maritime

ponders whether he should then flee Ar's Station,

ubarate of Cos, with her allies, is mounting an

making his way to freedom through its miseries

attack on Ar on two fronts, from the south with a

and desolations, its ruins and flames, or shall he

major invasion force and in the north with an

remain, to defend her weakened, betrayed,

expeditionary force besieging Ar's Station, Ar's

starving defenders, those who had been his very

base of power in the vast arable basin of Gor's

captors? Read the entire saga, now with brilliant

mightiest river, the Vosk. Dietrich of Tarnburg, a

new cover art specially commissioned by E-
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Reads.

stranger in her secretarial job back on Earth.

Plunder of Gor John Norman 2016-08-30 Explore

Unbeknownst to her, she holds the key to finding

the counterearth of Gor—where men enslave

the elusive package—and changing the course of

women and science fiction and fantasy

history forever. Inspired by works like Edgar Rice

combine—in the latest installment of the long-

Burroughs’s John Carter of Mars novels and

running Gorean Saga. A mysterious package lies

Robert E. Howard’s Almuric, this adventure

unclaimed somewhere in the great port of

series—alternatively referred to by several names

Brundisium, and it is rumored that its contents

including the Chronicles of Counter-Earth or the

could determine the fate of a world. Whether or

Saga of Tarl Cabot—has earned a devoted

not that is true, one thing is certain: Men and

following for its richly detailed world building,

beasts will kill to claim it. Meanwhile, a young

erotic themes, and mash-up of science fiction,

woman, now merchandise, has been brought to

fantasy, history, and philosophy. Plunder of Gor is

the slave markets of Gor after displeasing a

the 34th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may
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enjoy reading the series in any order.

rampant. Marlenus, the great ubar, who might

Magicians of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01

have organized and led a resistance, who might

Chaos reigns on the Counter-Earth in the long-

have rallied the city, is presumed dead

running series that “draw[s] on a combination of

somewhere in the Voltai Mountains. Tarl is

philosophy, science-fiction, and erotica” (Vice).

concerned with a warrior’s vengeance upon

After the disaster of the delta campaign, Ar is

sedition and treachery, and, in particular, with

essentially defenseless. The forces of Cos and

meeting one who stands high among the

her allies are welcomed into the city as liberators.

conspirators—a beautiful woman now enthroned

Ar’s Station, which held out so valiantly against

as ubara, whose name is Talena. Rediscover this

superior forces in the North, is denounced as

brilliantly imagined world where men are masters

traitorous. Veterans of the delta campaign are

and women live to serve their every desire.

despised and ridiculed. Patriotism and manhood

Magicians of Gor is the 25th book in the Gorean

are denigrated. Lawlessness and propaganda are

Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in
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any order.

Herjellsen’s experiment is much larger than

Time Slave John Norman 2014-04-01 Dr. Brenda

Hamilton or Herjellsen or even space travel itself.

Hamilton—a PhD mathematician from Caltech—is

It is about correcting a mistake made tens of

beautiful, though she does not know her true

thousands of years ago in human evolution.

beauty. She is a woman, though she does not

Thrown back in time, Hamilton must be shown

know her true womanhood. Deep within herself

her place in a tribe known simply as “the Men,”

she is sensual, though her senses have been

Stone Age hunters who take what they desire

dulled by this modern world. Hamilton has come

and know their true manhood. Will Hamilton

to Africa to work under the brilliant Danish

survive in this savage land? Will her lover, Tree,

scientist Herjellsen, a man who speaks of

teach her what it truly means to be a woman?

reaching the stars. But what does the ancient

Can the spark between them put mankind back

stone axe laying on his lab table have to do with

on its proper path toward the stars? In Time

space travel? Soon it becomes clear that

Slave, author John Norman brings the same keen
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philosophical acuity and passion for storytelling

and support congenial administrations in key

that enrich his classic Gor novels. Fans of his

cities. One such city is Corcyrus. Corcyrus is

work will love the fresh take on his theories and

ruled by a beautiful woman—the cruel, arrogant,

the bold adventure that brings them to life.

much-hated Sheila, an agent of Kurii. It is thought

Kajira of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 A ruler’s

to be advisable to find a double for Sheila, who,

body double finds that life isn’t easy for an Earth

in case of military or political disaster, may serve

girl on Gor in the cult classic series that’s “a

as her proxy or substitute. For this role, an

legend in speculative fantasy” (Boing Boing). In

unwitting young Earth girl, Tiffany Collins is

their contentions with Priest-Kings, Kurii, savage

chosen and brought to Gor. Tiffany, fleeing for

denizens of the Steel Worlds concealed within the

her life, finds herself alone, frightened, and

asteroid belt, have frequently had recourse to

friendless, a vulnerable Earth female, no more

human allies and subversion. In accord with such

than a lovely, defenseless barbarian on the

projects, Kurii have occasionally sought to place

beautiful, perilous world of Gor. Rediscover this
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brilliantly imagined world where men are masters

slave Cecily and Ramar, a ferocious sleen bred in

and women live to serve their every desire. Kajira

the Steel Worlds to hunt and kill. But why has he

of Gor is the 19th book in the Gorean Saga, but

been returned to such a remote spot? Did the

you may enjoy reading the series in any order.

Priest-Kings wish their former agent to serve

Swordsmen of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 On

them once more? Did the Kurii intend to use

the brutal planet known as Counter Earth, an

Cabot to further their own ends? The truth, as

alien threat looms . . . Fresh from his exploits in

Tarl will learn, is darker and deeper than either of

the Steel Worlds, home of the Kurii, a savage

these possibilities. Rediscover this brilliantly

alien race intent on conquering Gor, Tarl Cabot

imagined world where men are masters and

has been returned to an isolated beach, at

women live to serve their every desire.

coordinates apparently specified by the Priest-

Swordsmen of Gor is the 29th book in the

Kings, the masters of Gor and the enemy of the

Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy reading the

Kurii. His only companions are his beautiful new

series in any order.
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Mercenaries of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 Tarl

unprepared Ar. Should Ar fall, the disinterested

Cabot is caught up in intrigues and rivalries on

tolerances and neutralities, and even the balance

the planet of Gor in this science fantasy

of power long sustained between Ar and the

adventure. On Gor, there are numerous

great maritime ubarates—things that made the

mercenary companies—some larger, some

existence of the independent companies

smaller—whose services may be purchased or bid

possible—will vanish, a development threatening

upon for given periods of time. The allegiance of

the very existence of the independent companies.

these companies is to their pay and their

But when Cabot arrives in Ar, it is a city rife with

captains. The forces of Cos and Tyros, powerful

doubt, dissension, and treason. To whom shall

maritime ubarates, and their allies have now

the letters be delivered, and whom can he trust?

beached upon the mainland and are utilizing the

Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where

city of Torcodino as a repository for supplies, in

men are masters and women live to serve their

preparation to march on a nigh-undefended and

every desire. Mercenaries of Gor is the 21st book

mercenaries-of-gor
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in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy reading

amongst the debris of the asteroid belt, stands

the series in any order.

only the defensive might of the Priest-Kings of

Savages of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01

Gor. Tarl Cabot, once of Bristol, England, laboring

Barbarian warriors, sexy slaves, and swordplay

on behalf of the Priest-Kings, once managed to

on a Counter-Earth in the series that’s “a legend

foil a Kur attempt to set the stage for an invasion

in speculative fantasy” (Boing Boing). Long ago

of Gor. But to pursue this mission, Cabot must

in their intraspecific conflicts, a violent,

enter and traverse the Barrens, the vast Eastern

technologically sophisticated life form, the Kurii,

prairies of the primary Gorean continent, lands

destroyed their native world. They now seek

contested by tribes of warring savages, lands

another. Between Earth and Gor, or the Counter-

forbidden to strangers. Rediscover this brilliantly

Earth, and the power of the imperialistic,

imagined world where men are masters and

predatory Kurii, now ensconced in the “Steel

women live to serve their every desire. Savages

Worlds,” a number of satellite colonies concealed

of Gor is the 17th book in the Gorean Saga, but
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you may enjoy reading the series in any order.

genre tool.

Future and Fantastic Worlds Sheldon Jaffery

Dancer of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 A shy

1987-01-01 Future and Fantastic Worlds

librarian from Earth learns her true female nature

embodies an unusual approach to the field of

as a slave dancer on the planet Gor in this

bibliographic research, including over 700

fantasy series where men dominate women.

annotations of every DAW book published

Doreen Williamson is a quiet, shy librarian on

through mid-1987, with indexes by author, artist,

Earth. Like many other young women, she is

and title, providing a massive guide to modern SF

distrustful of her attractions, frightened of men,

writers and their works, with much background

introverted in manner and sexually inhibited. She

data. Interspersed throughout the book are

lives within a quiet, lonely, dissatisfying,

numerous wry, irreverent, and amusing

sheltered, and frustrated desperation, distant from

observations offered by the late and highly

her true self, her nature denied, her only friends

respected researcher in this extremely valuable

books and her secret thoughts. In the realization
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and enactment of a profound fantasy, after acute

you may enjoy reading the series in any order.

self-conflict, she dares to study a form of dance in

The Terminal List Jack Carr 2018-03-06 #1 NEW

which she is at last free to move her body as a

YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BESTSELLING

female, a form of dance in which she may revel

AUTHOR “Take my word for it, James Reece is

in her beauty and womanhood, a form of dance

one rowdy motherf***er. Get ready!”—Chris Pratt,

historically commanded by masters of selected,

all around great guy and star of The Terminal

suitable slaves: belly dance. She must then

List, coming to Amazon Prime A Navy SEAL has

dance, for the first time, before men. In doing so,

nothing left to live for and everything to kill for

she discovers her own desirability and that she

after he discovers that the American government

may be well bid upon. Rediscover this brilliantly

is behind the deaths of his team in this ripped-

imagined world where men are masters and

from-the-headlines political thriller that is “so

women live to serve their every desire. Dancer of

powerful, so pulse-pounding, so well-

Gor is the 22nd book in the Gorean Saga, but

written—rarely do you read a debut novel this

mercenaries-of-gor
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damn good” (Brad Thor, #1 New York Times

With breathless pacing and relentless suspense,

bestselling author). On his last combat

Reece ruthlessly targets his enemies in the upper

deployment, Lieutenant Commander James

echelons of power without regard for the laws of

Reece’s entire team was killed in a catastrophic

combat or the rule of law. “Told with a deft hand

ambush. But when those dearest to him are

and a keen eye for detail, The Terminal List…is

murdered on the day of his homecoming, Reece

explosive and riveting” (Kevin Maurer, coauthor

discovers that this was not an act of war by a

of No East Day) and is perfect for fans of Vince

foreign enemy but a conspiracy that runs to the

Flynn, Brad Thor, Stephen Hunter, and Nelson

highest levels of government. Now, with no family

DeMille.

and free from the military’s command structure,

Mercenaries of Gor - Special Edition John

Reece applies the lessons that he’s learned in

Norman 2013-03 John Norman's epic Gorean

over a decade of constant warfare toward

Saga is one of the longest-running and most

avenging the deaths of his family and teammates.

successful series in the history of fantasy. It is
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also one of the most controversial. Over the

their captains. The forces of Cos and Tyros,

course of more than thirty books produced over a

powerful maritime ubarates, and their allies, have

span of six decades, the series has sold millions

now beached upon the mainland, and are utilizing

of copies and built legions of fans unrivaled in

the city of Torcodino as a repository for supplies,

their devotion. E-Reads invites you to rediscover

preparatory to marching on a nigh-undefended

this brilliantly imagined world where men are

and unprepared Ar. Should Ar fall the

masters and women live to serve their every

disinterested tolerances and neutralities, and

desire. MERCENARIES OF GOR Book 21 of the

even the balance of power long sustained

Gorean Saga On Gor there are numerous

between Ar and the great maritime ubarates,

mercenary companies, some larger, some

things which made possible the existence of the

smaller, whose services may be purchased, or

independent companies, will vanish, a

bid upon, for given periods of time. The

development threatening the very existence of the

allegiance of these companies is to their pay, and

independent companies. But when Cabot arrives

mercenaries-of-gor
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in Ar it is a city riven by doubt and dissension,

but a savage tribe that closely guards its secrets

and treason. To whom shall the letters be

has halted his quest. To continue it, Tarl must

delivered, and whom can he trust? Read the

unravel the mysteries of this strange, private band

entire saga, now with brilliant new cover art

of nomads called the Wagon People at risk of his

specially commissioned by E-Reads.

life. He is the only man alive who has not

Nomads of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 A

trembled in the presence of this mysterious tribe.

mysterious nomadic tribe may pose a perilous

Now he is embarking on the most perilous

threat in this alternate-world fantasy adventure in

adventure of his sojourn on the counter-world of

the long-running series. Join celebrated tarnsman

Gor. Will he be accepted by the tribe and learn

Tarl Cabot in his latest adventure on the parallel

the secrets they guard with their lives—or will he

planet of Gor, with its exotic lifestyle and social

die trying? Rediscover this brilliantly imagined

norms. Tarl has dedicated his life to ensuring that

world where men are masters and women live to

the Priest-Kings survive the harsh lands of Gor,

serve their every desire. Nomads of Gor is the

mercenaries-of-gor
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4th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy

Gorean activities of all kinds. Illustrated in striking

reading the series in any order.

style by celebrated fetish and comic book artist

World of Gor: Gorean Encyclopaedia James

Michael Manning (Spider Garden, Tranceptor) this

Desborough 2017-05-05 THIS GAME DEALS

book is also a visual treat for fans of Gor, giving

WITH COMPLEX ADULT THEMES AND

his unique interpretation to Gor, its creatures and

CONTAINS ARTISTIC NUDITY. MATURE

its people. John Norman's works by permission of

AUDIENCES ONLY. World of Gor collects the

the author and the author's agents Richard Curtis

lore of the Gorean cycle of novels by John

Associates, Inc. John Norman's works are

Norman into one reference volume, intended for

published by Open Road Media

use alongside the Tales of Gor roleplaying game.

Vagabonds of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01

This reference work will also be useful to Gorean

Swords, slaves, and spies bring a Counter-Earth

roleplayers and fans of all kinds, roleplayers or

to vivid life in the cult classic series that’s “a

not as a resource for fan fiction, roleplaying and

legend in speculative fantasy” (Boing Boing).
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Cabot and his friend Marcus, of Ar’s Station, who

weapon the marshes and swamps of the delta

have been spying for Ar in the Cosian

itself, their treacherous, trackless wildernesses

encampments, now seek the long-inert forces of

and wastes, the quicksand, the insects, the

Ar to report acquired intelligence to their

serpents and reptiles, the local populations, to

commander, Saphronicus, who proves to be of

deliver a final decisive blow to what was once the

the treasonous party of Ar. Cabot and Marcus are

unchallenged splendor and power of Gor’s finest

placed under arrest, as spies. Primary forces of

infantry. Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world

Ar, largely inactive in recent months, are now to

where men are masters and women live to serve

pursue Cosian forces withdrawing from Ar’s

their every desire. Vagabonds of Gor is the 24th

Station, through the vast Vosk delta to the sea.

book in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy

The Cosian forces, however, have avoided the

reading the series in any order.

delta, and the delta campaign is a ruse to

Players of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 Intrigue

decimate the armed might of Ar, to use as a

sets the stage for bloody combat in the series

mercenaries-of-gor
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that “draw[s] on a combination of philosophy,

Ar. Against her hegemonies on the continent,

science-fiction, and erotica” (Vice). The games of

plans by her major enemies, the maritime

Gor are diverse, as are their players. There are

ubarates of Cos and Tyros, have been carefully

the games of planetary politics, in which worlds

drawn to involve attack from without and

are contested. And those of cities and ubarates,

subversion from within. Cabot, once of Earth, is

of ponderous cavalries and fleets of lateen-rigged

drawn into these intrigues. Rediscover this

ships. And smaller games, bloody games, played

brilliantly imagined world where men are masters

on a square of sand, in which the counters and

and women live to serve their every desire.

pieces are edged weapons. And, too, there is

Players of Gor is the 20th book in the Gorean

Kaissa, common on Gor, played with pieces of

Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in

wood, on a board of a hundred squares. The

any order.

major land power in the northern latitudes of

Slave Girl of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 Tarl

known Gor has long been the imperium of mighty

Cabot must prove his final loyalty to the harsh

mercenaries-of-gor
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and caste-bound planet known as Counter Earth.

you may enjoy reading the series in any order.

“Surrender Gor,” reads a message sent from the

Raiders of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01

Others, a mysterious people from the worlds of

Strapping warriors sail through the seas of a

steel. Either the proud rulers of Gor must submit

Counter Earth—where the powerful have every

or be destroyed. Now Tarl is leaving the decadent

fantasy fulfilled—in this cult classic sci-fi adventure

city of Port Kar to wander in the wilds of Gor,

series. Former Earthman Tarl Cabot finds himself

taking up the sword to defend his rulers and

in the most depraved city on Gor. Port Kar is a

enemies, the Priest-Kings, for he knows that the

city of robbers, brigands, and men without

fate of his home planet, Earth, is inextricably tied

allegiance to any cause or kingdom where the

to the fate of Gor. Rediscover this brilliantly

weak are quickly consumed by the strong.

imagined world where men are masters and

However, Tarl is able to flourish in the cutthroat

women live to serve their every desire. Slave Girl

environment of the city, for he is a powerful

of Gor is the 11th book in the Gorean Saga, but

Tarnsman used to having his way. He finds that

mercenaries-of-gor
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there is much to learn in Port Kar, where the

beautiful young slave girl on the planet Gor. But

people are celebrated for their skill of training

she was not always so lovely. For nearly sixty

their voluptuous slaves into utter obedience.

years, she was a woman of Earth, but life had

Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where

largely passed her by. Then, following a chance

men are masters and women live to serve their

encounter at the opera with a strangely familiar

every desire. Raiders of Gor is the 6th book in

young man, she finds herself transported from

the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy reading the

Earth to Gor. Here she discovers the true identity

series in any order.

of her kidnapper and his sinister motives. She is

The Encyclopedia of Fantasy John Clute

given a strange drug that reverses the aging

1999-03-15 Contains more than four thousand

process, turning back time itself, and once again

entries touching on all aspects of fantasy

she is the beautiful young woman she remembers

literature, movies, and art

from years before, so long ago. Now her

Prize of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 Ellen is a

adventures really begin. Men challenge one

mercenaries-of-gor
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another to own her. To the victor go the spoils,

corsairs supposedly led by himself, by Bosk of

but who will that victor be? Rediscover this

Port Kar, as he is commonly known. How could

brilliantly imagined world where men are masters

this be? What is one to make of it? Why would so

and women live to serve their every desire. Prize

cruel and outrageous a hoax, apparently

of Gor is the 27th book in the Gorean Saga, but

pointless, be perpetrated? Who would dare to do

you may enjoy reading the series in any order.

so? And, in the meantime, shipping is assailed

Avengers of Gor John Norman 2021-05-25

and towns and villages are looted and burned.

Puzzling, disturbing rumors have reached Port

Tarl Cabot will investigate. He will seek

Kar. Tarl Cabot, warrior and merchant, pirate and

vengeance. His quest will carry him to the taverns

slaver, once of Earth, now of Gor, learns that the

and palaces of corrupt, luxurious, decadent

Farther Islands, Thera, Daphna, and Chios, west

Sybaris, on Thera, where life is cheap and

of the Island Ubarates of Cos and Tyros, are

collared slave girls plentiful, where ruthless

being bloodily and systematically ravaged by

corsairs live by the sword and whip, and into
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strange and dangerous waters teeming with

her brandished charms, but who seems to hold

predatory vessels and monstrous sea life. As the

her, to her disgruntlement and indignation, in a

mystery is unraveled, bit by bloody bit, he

subtle contempt. Later her life undergoes an

discovers that its threads may reach far beyond

unexpected, dramatic, and radical change. Seized

the Farther Islands.

and shipped with others as cargo, as human

Quarry of Gor John Norman 2019-06-25 A well-

cattle, to the beautiful, green, fresh, perilous world

to-do, upper-class young woman, intelligent,

of Gor, she finds she is now only an object and

fashionable, educated, strikingly beautiful,

beast, a slave. She is collared and branded. Her

exploitative, selfish, and haughty, a despiser of

clothing, if any, and her food, as it might be, are

men as she knows them, taking them all as

now at the whim of others. She learns to kneel, to

manipulable weaklings, meets a mysterious,

address the free as "Master" or "Mistress," to

unsettlingly attractive male at a cocktail party, one

strive to be pleasing, to obey immediately,

who is not only distant and seemingly immune to

beautifully, and without demur, in all things and in
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any respect, and to kiss a whip and hope that it

basin of Gor's mightiest river, the Vosk. Dietrich

will not be used on her. Later she meets again,

of Tarnburg, a mercenary, has seized Torcodino,

on Gor, the mysterious man she met long ago at

with its stores of military supplies, to temporarily

the cocktail party, only now she is before him,

halt the march of Cos on Ar in order to buy Ar

collared and branded, in a rag, on her knees, a

time to organize for her defense. Cabot has

lowly slave.

delivered letters from Dietrich to the regent of Ar,

Renegades of Gor John Norman 2014-05 Battles

apprising him of the situation at Torcodino. Tarl

rage as the epic science fantasy adventure saga

escapes his imprisonment and ponders whether

continues. The maritime ubarate of Cos and her

he should then flee Ar's Station, making his way

allies are mounting an attack on Ar on two fronts-

to freedom through its miseries and desolations,

-from the South with a major invasion force and

its ruins and flames, or shall he remain, to defend

in the North with an expeditionary force besieging

her weakened, betrayed, starving defenders,

Ar's Station, Ar's base of power in the vast arable

those who had been his very captors? Rediscover
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this brilliantly imagined world where men are

kidnapping a series of, at the time logical,

masters and women live to serve their every

decisions leave him shot to ribbons and battling a

desire. Renegades of Gor is the 23rd book in the

battalion of Syrian commandos with only the help

Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy reading the

of three naked co-eds who answer to the names

series in any order.

"Bambi," "Thumper" and "Cotton Tail." A fast-

Ghost John Ringo 2005-10-01 This "Ghost" May

paced, highly-sexual, military-action thriller that

Not Walk Through Walls, but Walls had Better

ranges from a poison factory in the Mideast to the

Not Get in His Way! A New Techno-thriller

Florida Keys to Siberia, the novel will keep you

Adventure Series by a New York Times Best-

guessing what twisted fate will bring next for the

Selling Author. Former SEAL Michael Harmon,

man once known as . . . Ghost. Keep an eye on

Team Name "Ghost", retired for service injuries,

him or . . . poof, he'll be gone. At the publisher's

is not enjoying college life. But things are about

request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital

to change, if not for the better. When he sees a

Rights Management). "John Ringo's done it
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again! Ghost is a complete adrenaline rush, filled

Such is the case of a young woman whom we

with nonstop, kick ass action and hair-raising

shall call Janice, for that was her Gorean slave

suspense." ¾Richard Marcinko, New York Times

name. In the prison pits of piratical Treve there

best-selling author of Rogue Warrior: Vengeance.

exists a chained prisoner who believes himself to

Witness of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 Ar,

be of the Gorean peasantry. The nature and even

defeated, shamed, and systematically looted, is

the existence of this prisoner, strangely enough,

occupied by Cosian forces. Perhaps Marlenus of

is a closely guarded secret. In order to better

Ar alone, the great ubar, could remind the men of

keep this secret, it is decided that his servant and

their Home Stone and its meaning. But it is

warder had best not be a native Gorean.

thought that he perished in the Voltai. Young

Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where

women from Earth brought to Gor are commonly

men are masters and women live to serve their

taken to the markets to be branded, collared, and

every desire. Witness of Gor is the 26th book in

sold as the delicious, lovely livestock they are.

the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy reading the
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series in any order.

Kurii intend to use Cabot to further their own

Swordsmen of Gor John Norman 2012-07-02

ends? The truth, as Tarl will learn, is darker, and

Fresh from his exploits in the Steel Worlds, home

deeper, than either of these possibilities. In

of the Kurii, a savage alien race intent on

SWORDSMEN OF GOR, the latest book in John

conquering Gor, Tarl Cabot has been returned to

Norman's best-selling Gorean saga, follow Tarl as

an isolated beach, at coordinates apparently

he embarks on a new adventure with the Pani, a

specified by the Priest-Kings, the masters of Gor

strange people with mysterious origins, and learn

and the enemy of the Kurii. His only companions

the dark, sinister truth behind his return to Gor,

are his beautiful new slave Cecily, and Ramar, a

the Counter-Earth.

ferocious sleen bred in the Steel Worlds to hunt

Tribesmen of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 Tarl

and kill. But why has he been returned to such a

Cabot must prove his final loyalty to the harsh

remote spot? Did the Priest-Kings wish their

and caste-bound planet known as Counter Earth.

former agent to serve them once more? Did the

“Surrender Gor,” reads a message sent from the
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Others, a mysterious people from the worlds of

and tribulations of the violent and the virile await

steel. Either the proud rulers of Gor must submit

an Earthman on Gor as the long-running sword

or be destroyed. Now Tarl is leaving the decadent

and sorcery series continues. Jason Marshall, an

city of Port Kar to wander in the wilds of Gor,

Earthman enslaved by the Goreans, is learning a

taking up the sword to defend his rulers and

valuable lesson in gender roles and must prove

enemies, the Priest-Kings. For he knows that the

himself on the planet Gor. Determined to find the

fate of his home planet, Earth, is inextricably tied

beautiful Earthwoman who was kidnapped with

to the fate of Gor. Rediscover this brilliantly

him, Jason is caught in the middle of a

imagined world where men are masters and

devastating war between Ar and the Salerians.

women live to serve their every desire. Tribesmen

Jason must prove himself a real man and survive

of Gor is the 10th book in the Gorean Saga, but

the war in hopes of finally finding the girl of his

you may enjoy reading the series in any order.

dreams. Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world

Rogue of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 Trials

where men are masters and women live to serve
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their every desire. Rogue of Gor is the 15th book

drug that reverses the aging process, turning

in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy reading

back time itself, and once again she's the

the series in any order.

beautiful young woman she remembers from

Prize of Gor John Norman 2012-03-05 Ellen is a

years before, so long ago. Now her adventures

beautiful young slave girl on the planet Gor. Yet

really begin. Ellen finds herself a slave in the

she was not always thus. For nearly sixty years

mighty Gorean city of Ar, where the harsh rule of

she was a woman of Earth, but life had largely

the occupying forces of Cos and their mercenary

passed her by. Then, following an apparently

allies is being challenged by the mysterious Delta

chance encounter at the opera with a strangely

Brigade. Surrounded by intrigue, rumors, plots,

familiar young man, an echo from her past, she

and betrayal, her adventures bring her face to

finds herself transported from Earth to Gor. Here

face with strange and terrifying beasts, and

she discovers the true identity of her kidnapper

sickeningly familiar weapons. Men challenge one

and his sinister motives. She is given a strange

another to own her. To the victor the spoils, but
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who will that victor be? Her fate is decided in this

as a Tarnsman, one of the most honored

latest thrilling installment of John Norman's best

positions in the rigid, caste-bound Gorean society.

selling Gorean Saga.

He is disciplined by the best teachers and

Tarnsman of Gor John Norman 2014-05 Tarl

warriors that Gor has to offer . . . but to what

Cabot has always believed himself to be a citizen

end? Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world

of Earth. He has no inkling that his destiny is far

where men are masters and women live to serve

greater than the small planet he has inhabited for

their every desire. Tarnsman of Gor is the 1st

the first twenty-odd years of his life. One frosty

book in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy

winter night in the New England woods, he finds

reading the series in any order.

himself transported to the planet of Gor, also

Kur of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 An alien

known as Counter Earth, where everything is

race bent on conquering Counter Earth has Tarl

dramatically different from anything he has ever

Cabot in its sights. The Kur race once had a

experienced. It emerges that Tarl is to be trained

planet of its own, but somehow it was rendered
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unviable, either destroyed or desolate, apparently

held captive in a secret prison facility. But what is

by the Kurs’ own hands. So they searched for a

their interest in Tarl Cabot? Rediscover this

new home and found not one but two suitable

brilliantly imagined world where men are masters

planets—planets they set their minds to

and women live to serve their every desire. Kur of

conquering. But these planets, Earth and its sister

Gor is the 28th book in the Gorean Saga, but you

planet Gor, the Counter Earth, were not

may enjoy reading the series in any order.

undefended. The Kur attempted their conquest

Xenograffiti R. Reginald 1996 In this new

four times, only to be beaten back by the

retrospective collection spanning almost forty

mysterious Priest-Kings, rulers of Gor. As the

years, Pilgrim Award- and Collector's Award-

Kurii lurk deep within an asteroid belt, awaiting

winning fantasy novelist, critic, and bibliographer

the chance to seize their prize, their attention is

Robert Reginald contributes forty-five essays on

drawn to a human, Tarl Cabot. Tarl was once an

writers of fantastic literature, including such major

agent of Priest-Kings but is now their prisoner,

and minor figures as: Piers Anthony, Edwin
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Lester Arnold, Margaret Atwood, John Kendrick

Inc., and FAX Collector's Editions, a selection of

Bangs, Leslie Barringer, John Bellairs, Arthur

reviews and obituaries, a bibliography, and

Byron Cover, Lindsey Davis, Alexander de

detailed index. This unique literary collection will

Comeau, Daphne du Maurier, R. Lionel

prove of interest both to students and researchers

Fanthorpe, H. Rider Haggard, Charlotte Haldane,

alike. This second edition features fifteen new

Edward Heron-Allen, Eleanor M. Ingram, Vernon

pieces, including the author's earliest published

Knowles, Katherine Kurtz, Andrew Lang, Fritz

critique (1968), and a number of original

Leiber, Bruce McAllister, Ward Moore, Robert

autobiographical reflections on his life and career

Nathan, Sir Henry Newbolt, William F. Nolan,

penned shortly after his heart attack in 2003.

John Norman, Keith Roberts, Michael Reaves,

Fighting Slave of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 A

Brian Stableford, and George Zebrowski. Also

man from Earth battles his way out of slavery on

included is a comprehensive bibliography and

the planet of Gor, where men are meant to be

history of the publications of Starmont House,

masters over women. Emotionally lost, Jason
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Marshall finds himself thrust into a lengthy

Slave of Gor is the 14th book in the Gorean

struggle to save his beloved from slavery on an

Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in

Earthlike world called Gor. Kidnapped and

any order.

helpless, Jason begins a life on Gor as a slave

Renegades of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01

and becomes a prominent warrior. He must battle

Battles rage as the epic science fantasy

his way to freedom, if only to liberate his love

adventure saga continues. The maritime ubarate

from the clutches of the alien slave emporium.

of Cos and her allies are mounting an attack on

Will Jason overcome the numerous obstacles he

Ar on two fronts—from the South with a major

encounters? Will he ever reunite with the girl he

invasion force and in the North with an

loves? Can he survive the trials and tribulations

expeditionary force besieging Ar’s Station, Ar’s

he must endure on Gor? Rediscover this brilliantly

base of power in the vast arable basin of Gor’s

imagined world where men are masters and

mightiest river, the Vosk. Dietrich of Tarnburg, a

women live to serve their every desire. Fighting

mercenary, has seized Torcodino, with its stores
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of military supplies, to temporarily halt the march

Renegades of Gor is the 23rd book in the Gorean

of Cos on Ar in order to buy Ar time to organize

Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in

for her defense. Cabot has delivered letters from

any order.

Dietrich to the regent of Ar, apprising him of the

Marauders of Gor John Norman 2014-04-01 “A

situation at Torcodino. Tarl escapes his

really fun, Beowulf-style action story” in the long-

imprisonment and ponders whether he should

running, cult classic science fiction adventure

then flee Ar’s Station, making his way to freedom

series set on a Counter Earth (Pulp Week).

through its miseries and desolations, its ruins and

Former Earthman Tarl Cabot is now a powerful

flames, or shall he remain, to defend her

Tarnsman of the brutal and caste-bound planet of

weakened, betrayed, starving defenders, those

Gor, also known as Counter Earth. He embarks

who had been his very captors? Rediscover this

on an adventure in the dangerous and mysterious

brilliantly imagined world where men are masters

wilderness of Gor, pitting his warrior’s skills

and women live to serve their every desire.

against treacherous outlaws, bandits, and
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fighters. Three different women are working to

Encyclopedia of Science Fiction Don D'Ammassa

bring change to Tarl’s far-from-peaceful life on

2015-04-22 Presents articles on the science

Gor: Talena, his onetime queen and first love;

fiction genre of literature, including authors,

Elizabeth, his brave fighting partner; and the

themes, significant works, and awards.

Amazonian Verna, chief of the fierce and wild

The Shattered Crown J. W. Webb 2015-02-24

panther women. As Tarl journeys through the

Corin an Fol, Longswordsman and ex mercenary

wilderness, the fates of these three remarkable

has but one objective: retire early and settle

women will finally be decided. Rediscover this

down. Unfortunately the gods have other ideas.

brilliantly imagined world where men are masters

When Corin arrives home after many years

and women live to serve their every desire.

fighting foreign wars, he finds bad news waiting

Marauders of Gor is the 9th book in the Gorean

for him. The High King has been murdered and

Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in

his crystal crown, the Tekara, destroyed. The

any order.

Tekara is no ordinary crown. Wrought of solid
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crystal it contains a charm of strength that has

the Four Kingdoms be saved. After being

protected the Four Kingdoms for millennia. But

promised gold, Corin an Fol reluctantly joins the

the Tekara is vulnerable to one thing: treachery.

queen's desperate quest to salvage the missing

So when Caswallon the schemer secretly places

shards. But Caswallon is on to them and already

the crown on Prince Tarin's head he knows it will

watching their every move.

shatter, causing the realms to fall apart. He

A Game of Thrones George R. R. Martin

stands to gain as soon as it breaks. Though

2003-01-01 NOW THE ACCLAIMED HBO

many suspect Caswallon, who is known as a

SERIES GAME OF THRONES—THE

sorcerer, only one dares stand against him:

MASTERPIECE THAT BECAME A CULTURAL

Queen Ariane of Kelwyn. She is visited by her

PHENOMENON Winter is coming. Such is the

goddess in a dream who warns that Prince Tarin

stern motto of House Stark, the northernmost of

has fled with the shards of the Shattered Crown,

the fiefdoms that owe allegiance to King Robert

and only by finding both Prince and Crown can

Baratheon in far-off King’s Landing. There Eddard
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Stark of Winterfell rules in Robert’s name. There

queen, the lovely but cold Cersei, his son, the

his family dwells in peace and comfort: his proud

cruel, vainglorious Prince Joffrey, and the queen’s

wife, Catelyn; his sons Robb, Brandon, and

brothers Jaime and Tyrion of the powerful and

Rickon; his daughters Sansa and Arya; and his

wealthy House Lannister—the first a swordsman

bastard son, Jon Snow. Far to the north, behind

without equal, the second a dwarf whose stunted

the towering Wall, lie savage Wildings and

stature belies a brilliant mind. All are heading for

worse—unnatural things relegated to myth during

Winterfell and a fateful encounter that will change

the centuries-long summer, but proving all too

the course of kingdoms. Meanwhile, across the

real and all too deadly in the turning of the

Narrow Sea, Prince Viserys, heir of the fallen

season. Yet a more immediate threat lurks to the

House Targaryen, which once ruled all of

south, where Jon Arryn, the Hand of the King,

Westeros, schemes to reclaim the throne with an

has died under mysterious circumstances. Now

army of barbarian Dothraki—whose loyalty he will

Robert is riding north to Winterfell, bringing his

purchase in the only coin left to him: his beautiful
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yet innocent sister, Daenerys.

reward cannot be claimed until the prisoner is

Warriors of Gor John Norman 2022-08-30 The

delivered. Between the port of Jad and the mighty

Saga of Gor continues as Tarl Cabot attempts to

gates of Ar lie dangerous waters and harrowing

save a beautiful prisoner from a terrible fate. The

wildernesses, the threats of beasts and the

daughter of Marlenus, the Ubar of Ar, is now a

menace of men. Tarl Cabot, a seaman and

fugitive sought for betraying the Home Stone of

warrior of Port Kar, once the free companion of

her city. The price on her head could build fleets

Talena, chooses to risk everything to save his

and hire armies. For years she has been hunted

former companion. In this rousing adventure, we

by legions of guardsmen and bounty hunters.

encounter the steel of warriors, the stealth of

Now, tricked by a former colleague, Talena has

Assassins, the savagery of monstrous Kurii, the

been captured and delivered to Lurius of Jad.

passions and beauty of needful, vulnerable,

Once her esteemed ally, Lurius is now eager to

collared slaves, the subtleties of Scribes of the

sell Talena’s blood for the gold of Ar. But the

Law, and the ambition and ruthlessness of men
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who want nothing less than the throne of Ar itself.
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